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‘The word Togetherness came into my mind after I tried to find
another word for solidarity. I plea for the creation of new places ...
places that can work as a church without liturgy, without a priest
and without a god; that can work as a mosque without a Quran,
without an imam and without prayers; that can work as an open place.
Places for Togetherness that can happen anywhere ... like a mosque
can take place anywhere ... it just has to be open ... and adaptable.’
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DOK 2011 - 2017: What preceded
Since June 2011, DOK has been working on a vibrant and inspiring meeting place.
It is mainly a platform for creation and a workplace, but also pulls crowds with
large and small events for the young and old.
Due to the temporary nature of the project, DOK evolves organically into a very innovative place. From a pioneer in the early years into a mature organization with a large
network. Whilst the understanding of the phenomenon ‘temporary use’ is constantly
under construction and researched, DOK plays an important role as a best practice
or case-study. Dok is mentioned in many research publications, articles, and studies.
DOK profiles itself as a place for recreation and creativity. Recreation is met by
making the site accessible as a park, with space for all kinds of leisure activities.
The creative part is filled in by the DOK residents, who shape the park with their
own events and activities.

A nice summer day at DOK feels
like a day in the center of the city
with all the possibilities of a park.
DOK is supported by a hugely
diverse group of DOK residents
and volunteers, which is the greatest
asset of our organisation.
The intention to make DOK
feel like a village is succesfully met.

DOK as a temporary use project is also a think tank with a refreshing view on urban
development. Key words are: experiment, (artistic) renewal, support for creative
urban dynamics, and encounter.
DOK explicitly wants to host new ideas, collectives, and projects. Productions can
be tested, initiated and realised here. DOK is open to proposals by individuals, local
residents, and artists, as well as proposals from collectives or organizations. DOK is
happy to host residents who seek a place for a longer period of time. What happens
at DOK is determined by the DOK residents.
For more then seven years coproduction is the core activity of DOK: we make many
alliances and initiate projects in collaboration with others. Through co-production we
write a socially engaged and shared story.
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Key themes:
Since 2014 we have been working with
a series of annual themes that help us to
optimize internal and external operations
of DOK. Over the years these were our
key themes and tools:

Trust
DOK residents recieve full autonomy. Once they become residents, they do not have
to submit the content of their program or activities. Every DOK resident recieves as
much trust from the organization, that is why DOK chooses to reduce the number of
rules. We prefer to work with a minimum set of common guidelines.

Hospitality
We have been able to transform the more intimidating character of DOK as a venue
towards an open and public place with a more transparant personality and fluid identity.
The flea market plays an important role in this wise change: it works as an accelerator
to attract a wider range of visitors plus it brings people together with different views and
backgrounds.

Super diversity
DOK should be a reflection of our society. Ghent shows the same demographic trends
as in Antwerp and Rotterdam. Within a few years, the majority of our city population
will have a migration background. We actively recruit for DOK residents with roots
in migration. The ratio of males to females participating in the programming is also
actively monitored.

Flexibility · Mobility
In 7 years time, we have seen the site of DOK evolve from a new city beach with the
largest terrace in Ghent, into a sculpture park and finally into a shared platform
of public workplaces. Flexibility is central in daily activity at DOK because of the
interaction between the site and our expectations. All operations and activities are
adaptive to the site and vice versa. Since we are here temporarily, we are subject
to the construction site and the future plans for the old docks. We are taking on this
challenge by investing the extra means and resources in a smart way. We examine
how DOK can continue its work in providing more structural support for the socioeco-cultural initiatives that can co-produce the available space on site.

Radical · Self-government · Common sense
With these 3 words we investigate how much autonomy a place like DOK can handle,
how the upcoming local elections in 2018 provide new methodologies and tendencies, how we as a ‘DOK community’ can remain neutral and accessible to everyone
and how we approach these new trends.
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DOK in 2018 ...
The annual themes of 2017 have revealed a number of sensitivities and questions.
Does religion and politics belong at DOK? How do we maintain a neutral position
while we are hosting new ideas and urban dynamics?
In 2018 we create a new particular theme, which is ‘recognition’ that we want to use
as a method in our work. We want to focus on the recognition of the different DOK
residents (their ideas, their needs, both internally and externally, and with each other).
For the upcoming year, we want to continue with the mission of DOK as an
experimental workplace. In 2018 we will explicitly ask DOK residents to focus on
the DOK Sundays, which function as ‘open days’ for DOK.
DOK has the ambition to stay on site for as long as possible and to interact with its
changing environment. The yearly organization of DOK always starts with analyzing
the available space, playing with these new opportunities and with the power of selfadaptation. This way DOK can grow organically with the challenges and innovations,
faced on the site.

• In 2018 the power pole will disappear and our front yard will be larger.
• The pier will be sporadically used as an extra zone, like last year.
• This year we will focus even more on the roof-covered space. We want to design
different zones that are fixed in this space so that we can provide multiple permanent workplaces for residences.
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